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Bool FrsFrameRelaylnterfaceHandlerBase_Actor::continueBroadcast (Uint32 event)

{

I* broadcast the event set by setupBroadcast()
*/
I* to the next n DLCis,
*/
I* rerun the broadcast if there are more than n DLCis */
extern Uint32 frsContBroadcast_g;
Uint32 n = 0;
uint32 bdelaymsec = 300;
uint32 bent;
Uint32 brate
=300;
II 10 per brate millseconds
AsdDiciTablelistEntryBase * dlcTableEntryPtr;

II slow start algorithm - keep card with lots of DLCI's on lots
II of FRS's from broadcasting too fast
bent= frsBroadcastRerunlimit_c;
if (contBroadcastState == contBcastFirst_c)

{
contBroadcastState = contBcastCont_c;
bent
=0;

}
while (n <bent)

{
if ((dlcTableEntryPtr = (AsdDiciTablelistEntryBase *)
broadcastlterator.nextEntry()) !=
(AsdDiciTablelistEntryBase *) null_c)

{
invokeDicH and ler( d lcT ableEntryPtr->d lciActor_pm,
(RTSig nal)event);
n++;

}
else

{ II deer num of frs porcesses in broadcast
frsContBroadcast_g --;
contBroadcastState = contBcastNull_c;
return (False) ;

}
} II end of while
II brate is set for broadcast rate of 1000 dlci's per 30 sees
bdelaymsec = brate * frsContBroadcast_g;
if (bdelaymsec > brate * 120)
bdelaymsec = brate * 120;
if (bdelaymsec < brate)
bdelaymsec = brate;
contBroadcastTimer.start_v II start delay timer to slow broadcast
(FrsPortCommonBase: : frlnternaiMsgPortFn_c,
bdelaymsec,
frsFriBroadcastRerun);
return (True) ;

}

FIG. 4
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activation or outage of a data communications service
containing a large number of DLCis and corresponding
VCs 16, for example, a link 18 which previously was
not functioning now becoming operational or the link
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
18 which previously was functioning now becoming
5
non-operational;
The present invention generally relates to data commudisconnection of the trunks 14 connecting a network node
nications networks and, in particular, to a broadcast meth10 to other node and its subsequent restoration; and
odology for activation of network entities in a large scale
reset of a network node 12 that handles a large number of
data network at a controlled rate.
network entities and its subsequent restoration.
10
Such events can easily produce very large demands, in
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
terms of processing resources, on different nodes 12 in the
With respect to data communications, as represented in
network 10. If not handled properly, overloading of these
FIG. 1, a data network 10 may be generally characterized by
nodes can either cause failure in the restoration of the
a plurality of nodes 12 interconnected, for example, by
required activity, for example, by the activity taking so long
trunks 14 and/or by virtual circuits 16 through which two 15 that it exceeds the time-out values for replies or in extreme
nodes are communicatively coupled, whereby data is transcases, failure of other nodes 12 by exhaustion of memory or
ferred between the nodes 12 of the network 10. The nodes
queue resources on those nodes.
Since such drastic actions are usually triggered by initial
12 embody processors which effect various functions within
errors, this instantaneous large resource demand, referred to
the network 10. Certain nodes 12 may be provisioned with
links 18 each of which functions as a data communications 20 herein as tidal waves, makes required stability of data
networks-the ability to keep operating and the ability to
service access line, typically used by customer premise
recover from failures--difficult to achieve. For example,
equipment (not shown) to access the data network 10. Frame
initial failure of a particular network node 12 can produce
Relay Services carrying data between network nodes 12
tidal waves though the network 10, which waves then cause
manifested by Nortel's Magellan Passport product is an
25 other network nodes 12 to fail, thereby resulting in complete
example of conventional data communications.
paralysis of the entire network 10.
Data networks 10 have evolved rapidly in the last few
Therefore, measures need to be taken to safeguard large
years, for instance, increasing by a 2 or 3 order of magnitude
data networks from such drastic failures.
in both the speed of data transfer (e.g., from 9600 bits/
A direct approach to prevent tidal waves is for network
second to 50 megabits/second) and the number of virtual
30 nodes 12 that are low in resources to inform other nodes.
circuits 16 that are present in such networks (e.g., from 500
Such congestion messages should cause the potential origito 500,000 or higher). As a consequence, technical problems
nator node 12 in the generation of a tidal wave to slow down
need to be solved in order to create reliable data networks 10
and prevent tidal waves that are damaging. However, techthat are so much faster and higher in complexity, from the
nology to monitor and inform on resource utilization, espetechnology base of earlier, smaller networks.
35 cially on a fast and transient basis, does not exist in standard
A significant problem is the amount of processing
form across the data network 10. The overloading can occur
demands on the network nodes 12 to supervise and control
so fast that messages to ask the originator node 12 to slow
the state of a large number of network entities, such as, the
down can easily be too late. Also, since there are so many
trunks 14, virtual circuits (VCs) 16 and corresponding data
network entities, such resource backing messages can easily
link connection identifiers (DLCis) paired with each VC, 40 themselves cause tidal waves if each network entity is
links 18 (i.e. access lines), and the like.
responsible for checking resources.
Network speeds are much faster. As the volume of control
If some supervisory entities (a smaller number of entities)
messages is relatively low in comparison to activity each can
in a network node are responsible, then it is very costly for
produce, with respect to high speed networks, demands on
that supervisor to find exactly which of the numerous
a single node 12 for control of large amounts of network 45 entities are responsible for resource exhaustion and to ask
entities seem to arrive instantaneously at the network node
them to desist. The complexity of any such system is very
12 which may not have sufficient processing resources or
high, and it is very costly to produce and to verify their
capacity to process the large number of demands, thereby
correct operation.
overloading that node.
Another approach to prevent tidal waves is for any
The various nodes 12 in the data network 10 have no easy 50 generating network node to query the receiver network node
means to communicate with each other in relation to the
and make sure that it receives a proceed signal before
large numbers of network entities which require supervision.
starting the activity that involves the numerous network
Also, modern software practices typically implement each
entities. This approach generates traffic and resource
network entity in software as an object, that act independemand in itself, during times when the data network may
dently of other objects, even in the same processor. 55 be severely stressed, and may thus itself be a destablizing
Furthermore, all demands on load typically are generated as
factor. Since there are numerous network entities that are
quickly as possible because, according to conventional
independent of each other, the cost of such an authorization
wisdom, it is preferred to have the network 10 react as
system will be as costly to network resources as the original
quickly as possible to network affecting events.
activity. A query has to be sent to authorize each transaction.
Network events can occur that trigger supervisory activi- 60 Such a system will slow down significantly the speed within
ties on large numbers of the network entities. These activiwhich the needs of the numerous network entities are
ties typically are initiated in response to some event occurserviced. Large amounts of complexity is introduced to
ring within the data communications network 10 in respect
handle cases where proceed signals are not acknowledged.
The sender will have to go through its lists of network
of a particular node and that node in turn may broadcast
respective control messages for the network entities affected 65 entities and try again several times.
Hence, a methodology that prevents generation of tidal
by the event, to one or more other nodes. Examples of
possible network events include:
waves within a data communications network is desired.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

4

plurality of virtual circuits; and means for delaying a time
interval; whereby the means for broadcasting and the means
It is an object of the present invention to provide a new
for delaying operate alternately and repeatedly until all the
and improved broadcast methodology for use in data comactivation signals have been broadcast.
munications networks.
5
In accordance with a eight broad aspect of the invention,
The invention, therefore, according to a first broad aspect
there is provided in a data communications network, a
provides in a data communications network, a method of
system for activating of a plurality of virtual circuits by a
broadcasting signals from one node to a plurality of nodes
network node providing communications service access to
comprising alternate steps of, at the one node: broadcasting
the network, comprising: means for broadcasting, by a
the signals to a portion of the plurality of nodes; and 10 communications service access process executed at the
delaying a predetermined time interval; whereby the alternetwork node, activation signals to a number of connection
nate steps are repeated until the signals have been broadcast
identifier processes associated with the virtual circuits, the
to all of the plurality of nodes.
connection identifier processes providing the activation sigIn accordance with a second broad aspect of the invention,
nals to corresponding virtual circuit processes which send
there is provided in a data communications network, a 15 activation messages through the network; and means for
method of broadcasting signals comprising the steps of:
delaying a time interval; whereby the means for broadcastrecognizing occurrence of an event at a node; determining
ing and the means for delaying operate alternately and
network entities which are affected by the recognized event;
repeatedly until activation signals for all of the plurality of
and broadcasting, by the node, related event signals correvirtual circuits have been broadcast.
sponding to the recognized event to the affected network 20
To prevent the building of large tidal waves, each network
entities substantially at a controlled rate.
node, when generating loads for other network processors,
In accordance with a third broad aspect of the invention,
preferably slows themselves down to a not exceed a maxithere is provided a method for slowing down activation of a
mum rate, independently of the state of other processors.
plurality of virtual circuits by a node in a data communicaThis independent process removes most of the complexitions network, comprising alternate steps of: broadcasting 25
ties and pitfalls of active systems in the large network to try
activation signals for a predetermined number of the pluto prevent tidal waves. No further data is generated to
rality of virtual circuits; and delaying a time interval;
remove faults that can themselves become tidal waves. Each
whereby the alternate steps are repeated until all the actinetwork node does not need instantaneous knowledge of the
vation signals have been broadcast.
state of other network nodes.
In accordance with a fourth broad aspect of the invention, 30
When network events occur that would otherwise result in
there is provided in a data communications network, a
the generation of tidal waves, this slowing down of the
method for activating of a plurality of virtual circuits by a
generation of the load transforms the potential tidal waves
network node providing communications service access to
into a smooth flow, the rate of which is controlled.
the network, comprising alternate steps of: broadcasting, by
35
This approach attempts to ensure that failures or other
a communications service access process executed at the
events in a single network node alone will not generate
network node, activation signals to a number of connection
sufficient activities that will congest remote network nodes,
identifier processes associated with the virtual circuits, the
because the tidal wave is tamed to a smooth flow.
connection identifier processes providing the activation sigThe predetermined rate of generation of broadcast loads
nals to corresponding virtual circuit processes which send
activation messages through the network; and delaying a 40 on remote processors, preferably, can be set so that by itself,
a node will not overload any remote processor even in the
time interval; whereby the alternate steps are repeated until
worst case. By doing this, destructive tidal waves may be
activation signals for all of the plurality of virtual circuits
prevented from originating by any single node affected by
have been broadcast.
some event, such as, node failure. Typically, not all of the
In accordance with a fifth broad aspect of the invention,
45 numerous network entities correspond to a single remote
there is provided in a data communications network, a
processor and thus this rate should provide a comfortable
system of broadcasting signals from one node to a plurality
margin of safety. However, for extra margins of safety, at the
of nodes comprising: means for broadcasting the signals to
of a longer restoration time for network failures or a
cost
a portion of the plurality of nodes; and means for delaying
longer time for networks to change its configuration, the
a predetermined time interval; whereby the means for broad50 predetermined rate may be slowed down further so that
casting and the means for delaying operate alternately and
double or triple network node failures will not cause flows
repeatedly until the signals have been broadcast to all of the
large enough to cause further harm to the network.
plurality of nodes.
Since no active interaction occurs between network nodes
In accordance with a sixth broad aspect of the invention,
there is provided in a data communications network, a 55 during broadcast, this method can be verified and the speed
determined by looking only at one generating node set at
system for broadcasting signals comprising: means for recmaximum size such that it is set up to direct all its load to
ognizing occurrence of an event at a node; means for
a single remote node. That is the worst case condition for the
determining network entities which are affected by the
test, and any network interaction will be less strenuous than
recognized event; and means for broadcasting, by the node,
related event signals corresponding to the recognized event 60 that amount.
to the affected network entities substantially at a controlled
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
rate.
The invention will be better understood from the followIn accordance with a seventh broad aspect of the
ing description, together with reference to the accompanying
invention, there is provided a system for slowing down
activation of a plurality of virtual circuits by a node in a data 65 drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a data communicommunications network, comprising: means for broadcastcations network;
ing activation signals for a predetermined number of the
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FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a data communications switching system;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart depicting a broadcast slowdown
process; and
FIG. 4 is a code fragment illustrating an exemplary
implementation of the slowdown process.

6

In operation of the switching system 20, the FPs 22, 23
and CP 24 characterizing processor nodes within the data
network 10 perform supervisory activities which can entail
broadcasting signals (e.g. messages) related to an event from
5 that node to network entities which are affected by the event.
The network entities include physical entities such as the
switching systems 27, 28 and other network nodes, and
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
virtual entities such as the DLCis 36 and VCs 34 which may
Referring to FIG. 2, illustrated is a particular configuraexist within the same node effecting the broadcast. FIG. 3
tion of a data network 10 including a switching system 20
illustrates a process, in accordance with the present
10
which, in general, is a well known functional platform in
invention, manifesting an event/response broadcast at a
data communications and which, in this particular instance,
network node. A broadcast is generally defined by generarepresents a configuration of Nortel's Magellan Passport
tion of many events based on occurrence of a single event.
product wherein the present invention is preferably embodThe process, at step 100, begins by recognizing an occuried. The Passport based switching system 20 includes a
rence of an event at a network node, which event typically
plurality of functional processors (FPs) 22, 23 and a control 15 results from activity external of the node and affects many
processor (CP) 24 which are communicatively coupled
network entities. Examples of events include a node powthrough a backplane bus 25, via which data is exchanged
ering up or resetting, access lines becoming operational,
therebetween. Depicted are two further switching systems
previously functioning access lines becoming non26, 27 which may communicate with the switching system
operational, and the like.
20 through trunks 28 and perhaps other network nodes (not 20
At step 102, the node then determines or identifies entities
shown). The FPs 22 and CP 24 and the switching system 20
within the data network which may be directly affected by
in general, as well as the two switching systems 26, 27
the recognized event occurrence. Network entities may exist
characterise respective nodes 12 of data network 10 shown
in one or more network nodes and include, for example, VCs
in FIG. 1.
The CP 24 provides control and management of the 25 and DLCis.
Lastly, at step 104, the node broadcasts to the affected
overall switching system 20 and its individual FPs 22, 23,
network entities individual appropriately constructed mesand performs memory-intensive, non real-time tasks such as
sages or signals relating to the event, at a controlled rate. The
routing table maintenance. The CP 24 also provides system
messages being sent to the affected entities constitute a
timing for all the processors (e.g., FPs 22, 23) connected to
the backplane bus 25, to ensure synchronous bus operation. 30 further event to those entities. The broadcast involves a
cycle of broadcasting to one or more of the affected entities
The FPs provide communication physical interfaces for
(preferably a small number thereof) and delaying at least a
the trunks 28, shown connected to FP 23, or access services
predetermined period of time, which cycle is repeated until
over respective lines 30, shown connected to FP 22, and
all the affected entities have been informed. The broadcast in
perform the real-time processing, packet routing, and protocol handling associated with the interfaces. Although a 35 response to the recognized event is thereby effected at the
controlled rate which preferably is no faster than a predesingle trunk 28 or access line 30 is shown connected to each
termined maximum rate.
of the FPs 22 and 23, it is noted that a plurality of trunks or
access lines may be connected thereto.
Turning back to FIG. 2, as an exemplary application of the
above process, the numerous network entities may be VCs
A frame relay service (FRS) 32 is an example an access
service that is executed by the FP 22. The FRS 32 may be 40 34 of a particular FP 22 (or their equivalent in other
communications standards). Current Passport scaling, for
implemented by a software process and respective instances
example, may include over 5,000 VC's per FP and over
of the FRS 32 exist for each access line 30 connected to that
60,000 VC's per shelf in the Passport switching system 20.
FP 22. Functions of the FRS 32 include controlling activaVC 34 activities are directed by supervisors, in this case
tion of a plurality of virtual circuits (VCs) 34, which are well
known entities in data communications, between the switch- 45 the FRS 32. No VC 34 activities occurs until the FRS 32
triggers some event or the node at the remote end of the VC
ing system 20 and other network nodes such as switching
systems 27 and 28 which also are provisioned with respectriggers an event. For instance, an event that may trigger
activation ofVCs is the access line 30 becoming operational
tive access lines 30.
which is detected by the FRS 32.
The VCs 34 are constituted by respective software process instances within the FP 22 and depicted external 50
According to the prior art systems, activation of the two
thereof, the predetermined paths of the VCs 34 through the
groups of VCs 34 comprises the FRS 32 broadcasting
network 10 are represented by broken lines. Individual
activation signals at an uncontrolled rate, typically as fast as
possible, to the DLCis 36-A and 36-B which in turn proterminations for each of the plurality of VCs 34 at the
vided activation signals to their corresponding processes for
switching system 20 are identified by respective data link
connection identifiers (DLCis) 36. The DLCis 36 may also 55 VCs 34-A and 34-B. In response, the VCs 34-A send
be implemented by respective instances of a software prorespective activation messages to the switching system 27
cess executed by the FP 22, wherein the DLCI processes
and the VCs 34-B send respective activation messages to the
have a one-for-one correspondence with the VC processes.
switching system 26, which systems 26 and 27 may be
overloaded by the number of messages and the rate at which
For illustration, the FRS 32 of the FP 22 in FIG. 2
maintains the plurality of VCs 34 and DLCis 36 which 60 the messages arrive thereby causing failure of those network
nodes. Moreover, the VC 34 processes and the DLCI 36
essentially are partitioned into two groups, the first group
processes, which operate autonomously with respect to the
having VCs 34-A and DLCis 36-A whereby multiple virtual
FRS 32, also may not be capable of processing the activation
circuit are established between the switching system 20 and
signals broadcast from the FRS 32 resulting in failure of the
the switching system 27, and the second group having VCs
34-B and DLCis 36-B whereby multiple virtual circuit are 65 FP 22.
established between the switching system 20 and the switchBy slowing down the rate that the FRS 32 process triggers
the VC events, effective slowing of the rate that VC's are
ing system 28.
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activated through the entire network is accomplished. The
or 1000 DLCis every 30 seconds. Actual broadcast rate of
this may be slower due to round-off when the FRS reaches
process of the FRS 32 activating its VC entities is referred
the end of its list of DLCis.
to herein as a broadcast slowdown which is done on an
Slowest Broadcast Rate is different due to roundoff conindividual FP basis. A FP 22 will activate its VCs 34 at a rate
which is no higher than a set rate. For illustration, to activate 5 ditions. For bent above set to 0 on initial entry, and an FP
with 100 FRS's and with 1 DLCI on 99 of them, and 901 on
the VCs 34 corresponding to its DLCis 36, the FRS 22 will
the other one, the total rate would be (a worst case scenario),
broadcast the activation event to n DLCis 36, wherein n is
total broadcast time will take:
one or more, and after delaying a predetermined amount of
99x300 milliseconds=29700 milliseconds+901!10
time, broadcast to the next n DLCis. This cycle is repeated
=90* 300 milliseconds=27000 milliseconds=56700
until the message broadcast to all DLCis 36-A and 36-B has 10
milliseconds or about 57 seconds.
been completed.
Hence, in accordance with the present invention, slowing
A C++ program fragment "continueBroadcast" that
down the activation to a fixed rate, without any monitoring
implements the broadcast slowdown process in a FP 22
of network activity, of numerous network entities in a large
network node is illustrated in FIG. 4. It is noted that each
data network is a valuable method to enhance the stability of
FRS in an FP 22 exists as a separate process that calls its own 15 the large data networks, by preventing the generation of tidal
copy of continueBroadcast with its control data. The excepwaves. The above description shows an implementation of
tion is the external number frsContBroadcast_g. There is
the idea in a particular operating system, mainly for the
exactly one such number in each FP.
purpose of illustrating what the fixed rate activating means.
frsContBroadcast_g is used to keep track of number of
The illustrated way that fixed rate is achieved is not
FRS processes that are broadcasting at the same time. Prior 20 important, except that the usage of the delay timer is one
to entry to continueBroadcast, frsContBrodcast_g is increalternative to achieve this.
mented by one. Note that when the continueBroadcast being
Those skilled in the art will recognize that various modiexecuted by a particular FRS terminates upon completion of
fications and changes could be made to the invention withthe broadcast, frsContBroadcast_g is decremented by 1. In
out departing from the spirit and scope thereof. It should
this manner, frsContBroadcast_g keeps track of number of 25 therefore be understood that the claims are not to be conFRS processes that are broadcasting at the same time.
sidered as being limited to the precise embodiments set forth
above, in the absence of specific limitations directed to each
When continueBroadcast is first called, since this could
embodiment.
happen at any time, variable "bent" is set to a low number
I claim:
to prevent an initial burst from being too high. In this
30
1. In a data communications network, a method of broadexample, bent is set to 0, meaning on first entry to contincasting signals from one node to a plurality of nodes
ueBroadcast no DLCis are broadcast to. This will mean a
comprising alternate steps of, at the one node:
slower broadcast rate for some pathological conditions. If
needed bent may be set to 1 or 2 here to produce an initial
broadcasting the signals to a portion of the plurality of
burst of controlled size, in return for faster completion. This
nodes; and
35
burst is dependent on the number of FRS's configured per
delaying a predetermined time interval;
FP. For example if the maximum number of FRS's configwhereby the alternate steps are repeated until the signals
ured for an FP is 100, and bent is set to 2, then there is a
have been broadcast to all of the plurality of nodes,
chance of a burst of 200 VC activities (or a tidal wave of size
such that the broadcasting of signals is effected at a
200), in worst case circumstances.
controlled rate which is no faster than a predetermined
40
At the end of continueBroadcast, the FRS process is
maximum rate.
delayed by (brate*frsContBroadcast_g) milliseconds. The
2. A method as claimed 1, wherein the predetermined time
delay timer contBroadcastTimer is a feature that allows the
interval is determined by the triggering of a delay timer that
FRS process to delay by at least (brate*frsContBroadcast_
has been set to a predetermined rate.
g) milliseconds before resuming. Such timers are typically 45
3. A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the portion is
provided in conventional operating systems.
one or more nodes of the plurality of nodes, per repetition of
the broadcast step.
As the amount of delay is multiplied by
4. In a data communications network, a method of broadfrsContBroadcast_g, and after the initial block,
casting signals comprising the steps of:
frsBroadcastRerunLimit_c DLCis are broadcasted to before
doing another delay, this simple code guarantees that DLCis 50
recognizing occurrence of an event at a node;
will be broadcasted to in a rate that is less than
determining network entities which are effected by the
frsBroadcastRerunLimit_c DLCis for every brate millisecrecognized event; and
onds.
broadcasting, by the node, related event signals correIt should be understood that the names referenced herein
sponding to the recognized event to the affected netare specific to the particular implementation being 55
work entities substantially at a controlled rate which is
described. However, this algorithm may be used for any
no faster than a predetermined maximum rate, wherein
system that has delay timers, and which run different Frame
the step of broadcasting the related event signals
Relay Processes that supervise DLCis as separate indepenincludes alternate steps of sending the related event
dent processes. Variations may be required if a network node
signals to a number of the affected entities and delaying
has different architectures, but as long as each network node 60
a time interval, the alternate steps being repeated till the
(a) uses a delay timer set at a predetermined rate and (b)
related event signals have been broadcast to all of the
sends a predetermined number of broadcasts with each
affected network entities.
trigger of a delay timer, then broadcasting to VC's at a
5. A method as claimed 4, wherein the time interval is
predetermined maximum rate is accomplished.
determined by the triggering of a delay timer that has been
For clarity, if brate above is 300 milliseconds, and 65 set to a predetermined rate.
frsBroadcastRerunLimit_c is 10, then broadcast to VC's
6. A method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the number is
will go at no faster than 10 DLCis every 300 milliseconds,
one or more of the affected entities.
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7. A method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the recognized
event is an access line being operational, the affected network entities are virtual circuits and the related event signals
are to activate the virtual circuits which are associated with
the access line.
8. In a data communications network, a system of broadcasting signals from one node to a plurality of nodes
comprising:
means for broadcasting the signals to a portion of the
plurality of nodes; and
means for delaying a predetermined time interval;
whereby the means for broadcasting and the means for
delaying operate alternately and repeatedly until the
signals have been broadcast to all of the plurality of
nodes, such that the broadcasting of signals is effected
at a controlled rate which is no faster than a predetermined maximum rate.
9. A system as claimed in claim 8, wherein the means for
delaying further includes a delay timer, set to a predetermined rate, for triggering the predetermined time interval.
10. A system as claimed in claim 9, wherein the portion
is one or more nodes of the plurality of nodes, per operation
of the means for broadcasting.
11. In a data communications network, a system for
broadcasting signals comprising:
means for recognizing occurrence of an event at a node;

means for determining network entities which are affected
by the recognized event; and
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means for broadcasting, by the node, related event signals
corresponding to the recognized event to the affected
network entities substantially at a controlled rate which
is no faster than a predetermined maximum rate,
wherein the means for broadcasting the related event
signals includes means for sending the related event
signals to a number of the affected entities and means
for delaying a time interval, whereby the means for
broadcasting and the means for delaying operate alternately and repeatedly till the related event signals have
been broadcast to all of the affected network entities.
12. A system as claimed in claim 11, wherein the means
for delaying further includes a delay timer, set to a predetermined rate, for triggering the time interval.
13. A system as claimed in claim 12, wherein the number
is one or more of the affected entities.
14. A system as claimed in claim 13, wherein the recognized event is an access line being operational, the affected
network entities are virtual circuits and the related event
signals are to activate the virtual circuits which are associated with the access line.
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